Effect of displacement rate on the tensile mechanics of pediatric cervical functional spinal units.
This study examined the effect of loading (displacement) rate on the tensile mechanics of cervical spine functional spinal units. A total of 40 isolated functional spinal units (two vertebrae and the adjoining soft tissues) from juvenile male baboons (10+/-0.6-human equivalent years old) were subjected to tensile loading spanning four orders of magnitude from 0.5 to 5000 mm/s. The stiffness, ultimate failure load, and corresponding displacement at failure were measured for each specimen and normalized by spinal geometry to examine the material properties as well as the structural properties. The tensile stiffness, failure load, normalized stiffness, and normalized failure load significantly increased (ANOVA, p<0.001) with increasing displacement rate. From the slowest to fastest loading rate, a two-fold increase in stiffness and four-fold increase in failure load were observed. The tensile failure strains (1.07+/-0.31 mm/mm strain) were not significantly correlated with loading rate (ANOVA, p=0.146). Both the functional (non-destructive stiffness and normalized stiffness) and failure mechanics of isolated functional spinal units exhibited a power-law relationship with displacement rate. Modeling efforts utilizing these rate-dependent characteristics will enhance our understanding of the tensile viscoelastic response of the spine and enable improved dynamic injury prevention schemes.